Purple Rain – Prince  
(Key of A {original key-Bb}, 58 BPM) – 4/26/16

I  Gtr: (A2) (F#m7\textsuperscript{add 4}) (E) add drums (D2)

V1  “I never meant to cause you any sorrow…”
All: (A2) (F#m7\textsuperscript{add 4}) (E) (D2)  
(A2) (F#m7\textsuperscript{add 4}) (E) (E A , )

Fill  Drums (2 beats) “Purple rain, purple…

C  “(Purple rain, purple) rain, purple rain, purple rain…”
All: (D D\textsuperscript{sus}) (D2) (A2) (F#m7\textsuperscript{add 4}) (E)-3X (E A , )

Fill  Drums (2 beats) “I never wanted to be your…”

V2  “(I never wanted to be your, be your weekend) lover…”
(same)

Fill  Drums (2 beats) bu vocals: “Purple rain, purple…

C  bu vocals: “(Purple rain, purple) rain, purple rain…”
(same)

Fill  Drums (2 beats) bu vocals: “Purple rain, purple…

C2  bu vocals: “(Purple rain, purple) rain, purple rain…”
(same)

Fill  (same) Gtr begins solo

Gtr Solo

[(A2) (F#m7\textsuperscript{add 4}) (E) (D2)]-2X
(A2) (F#m7\textsuperscript{add 4}) (E) (D2 line: A=G=E=Eb D=C=A=G)
[(A2) (F#m7\textsuperscript{add 4}) (E) (D/D,=C#,B=A D=C#=B)]-2X

Outro

(D/D,=C#,B=A D=C#=B) rit. (A A A) let ring